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In the wake of finding his firstborn son, John Baxter looks for a way to tell his other children 
the truth about a secret he's kept from them all their lives. At the same time, a sensational 
Hollywood trial brings Dayne Matthews and Katy Hart together again, this time in a very 
public way. Just when love might have the chance to win, doubts and presumed scandals 
place them farther apart than ever. In the midst of this crisis, the truth is clear for all of 
them-never in their lives has family been more important.
A Sensational TrialL
When Katy Hart travels to Los Angeles to testify against the knife-wielding fan who tried to 
kill her, she is hunted by paparazzi who quickly realize she is the mystery woman 
photographed with movie star Dayne Matthews. Tension and pressure build to a 
dangerous level as Katy and Dayne seek private moments amidst the frenzy. In the end, 
Dayne's celebrity life makes Katy certain that a future with him is all but impossible.

A Life-Changing Decision
As the trial comes to a close, Dayne searches for answers. Not until he talks to his 
childhood friend does he realize his desperate need for wisdom and direction. Ultimately, 
his journey leads him to an isolated beach where God makes Dayne's future as clear as 
the waters of Canc�n. But can he live with the decision God places before him?

A Stunning Discovery
Landon and Ashley Blake are celebrating the happiest days of their lives, enjoying Cole 
and their newborn son. But Ashley cannot find peace until she finds her older brother-the 
firstborn Baxter sibling. Her constant questions to her father, John Baxter, have netted 
nothing. Now she receives news that rocks her world and threatens to end her search in 
heartbreaking finality.

A story about the search for renewed hope and the desperate need to be loved and to 
belongKaren Kingsbury is currently America's best-selling inspirational author. She has 
written more than 30 of her Life-Changing Fiction titles and has nearly 5 million books in 
print. Dubbed by Time magazine as the Queen of Christian Fiction. Her fiction has made 
her one of the country's favorite storytellers, and one of her novels-Gideon's Gift-is under 
production for an upcoming major motion picture release. Her emotionally gripping titles 
include the popular Redemption series, the Firstborn series, Divine, One Tuesday Morning, 
Beyond Tuesday Morning, Oceans Apart, and A Thousand Tomorrows.Karen and her 
husband, Don, live in the Pacific Northwest and are parents to one girl and five boys, 
including three adopted from Haiti.
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